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Who we are and what we do.



INTRODUCTION
Dinger Token is the next generation of meme culture. We will kick off a revolution where 
an average person can gain access to launching meme tokens and creating their own 

unique environments that will help their memes succeed. We are centered around 
investor protection and are creating our suite of products with that in mind.
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We See The Problems In 
Crypto, And We Want To 
Fix Them!

PROBLEMS & 
SOLUTIONS
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PROBLEMS
Meme tokens have taken the crypto market by storm. Unfortunately, the market is rife 

with scams, rugpulls, abandoned projects, and more, which hurts both those who invest 
in the project and also the reputation of the crypto market as a whole. 
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SOLUTIONS
We believe that for the meme token market to truly thrive, change is needed. We want 
to build multiple products oriented around investor protection and ease of use and to 

foster the growth of a safer space for meme tokens and NFTs. 
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CatNip03.
Our plans for groundbreaking 

development.



CatNip

A fully-automated 
launchpad for meme 

tokens and NFTs

An Automated Refund 
Portal

Liquidity and Token 
Locking

Cat-apult

9 Lives

Cat-lock

Cat-iversity
An Educational Platform 
to Bring More People Into 

Crypto

A Gaming Platform
iCat
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Cat-apult
Cat-apult will be an automated, self-service launchpad for meme tokens and NFTs. 

There will be many considerations taken for investor safety to limit any manipulation by 
both token launchers as well as investors. Additionally, safeguards will be put in place 
to spread out the release of funds to a team, limiting early abandonment of projects. 
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Cat-Lock
The Cat-apult platform will automatically add liquidity to the specified dex. After liquidity 

has been added, it will be locked on the Cat-lock platform. Additionally, any locks for 
team and vested tokens will be on the Cat-lock platform.
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Cat-apult Insurance 
& 9 Lives

While Cat-apult can 100% guarantee that a launch will be safe from a rug pull, it cannot 
guarantee that a team will continue to work on the token that they have launched. To 
help mitigate this risk, Cat-apult will have a unique form of insurance for investors. 

Should the majority of token holders lose confidence in a project within the early phase 
of a project (the specific time frame is to be determined, they will be able to initiate the 

insurance/refund process. More details on Cat-apult insurance and the 9 Lives platform 
will be released at a later date.
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What Will It Cost To Use 
Cat-apult

To launch a token on Cat-apult, there will be two options for payment - teams may 
choose to pay a fee in DINGER (amount to be determined) or Dinger can receive a 

portion of the eth raised (percentage to be determined). This fee will ensure that Dinger 
can maintain and upgrade the platforms. Any profits from Cat-apult will be used to 

benefit the Dinger token in some way.
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Benefits For DINGER 
Holders

For any token launching on Cat-apult, the first portion of the sale will be reserved for 
people who have staked a minimum amount of DINGER for a certain amount of time. 
This will give DINGER holders a better chance at securing a spot in a sale as well as 

limit gas wars for popular projects.
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Cat-iversity
Cat-iversity aims to help people advance their knowledge in crypto. Areas of education 
range from beginner to expert and will include

● Understanding Etherscan
● How to buy and sell on a decentralized exchange
● How to look for new listings
● Meme coin seminars/meme expo
● Advanced blockchain classes
● And much more

Beginners classes will be free to everyone, but advanced classes will require a 
payment in DINGER token. Additional forms of entry, including DINGER staking, may 
be available as well. 
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iCat

More details to come in a later whitepaper revision.
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Our Cryptocurrency
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Shared between all holders of DINGER

Redistribution

https://etherscan.io/address/0x13c2e521
5692987dbcc639b7db70f1d6ef5f77a1

Development of CatNip

https://etherscan.io/address/0xe0e6a46
0ae7c8f640d37fc31973d957faad53df7

Marketing

Supply & Tax
Total Supply: 1 Trillion04.

3.5%
Development Tax

3.5%
Marketing Tax

1%
Redistribution



Initial Token Distribution

94% 6%
of the token supply was 
initially added to liquidity 

and locked for 1 year

of tokens were given to 
those who provided initial 

liquidity
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With every sale of DINGER for ETH, there will be two transactions on 
Dextools with the same maker address. One transaction is for the 
actual sale that the maker made. The other transaction is a sale of 

the accumulated tokens from the taxes. These tokens are sold for eth 
and then distributed to the developer and marketing wallets 

accordingly.

During A Sale04.



CREDITS: This presentation template was created by 
Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & 

images by Freepik

THANK YOU!
Website - https://www.schrodingertoken.com/

Telegram - https://t.me/dingertoken

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

